Zeno’s Paradoxes in the Fifth Century B.C.E.

Zeno of Elea offered arguments that led to conclusions contradicting what we all know from our physical experience—that runners run that arrows fly and that there are many different things in the world.

Solid oxide fuel cell Wikipedia

A solid oxide fuel cell or SOFC is an electrochemical conversion device that produces electricity directly from oxidizing a fuel. Fuel cells are characterized by their electrolyte material; the SOFC has a solid oxide or ceramic electrolyte.

Quantum computing Wikipedia

Quantum computing is computing using quantum mechanical phenomena such as superposition and entanglement. A quantum computer is a device that performs quantum computing. They are different from binary digital electronic computers based on transistors.

The 100 Greatest Mathematicians Fabpedigree Com

List of the greatest mathematicians ever and their contributions.

Engine List Atomic Rockets Projectrho Com

Here is your handy-dandy cheat sheet of rocket engines. Use this as a jumping off point. There is no way I can keep this up to date. Google is your friend.

Inverse Problems IOPscience

An interdisciplinary journal combining mathematical and experimental papers on inverse problems with numerical and practical approaches to their solution.

Improbable Research

The 2018 Ig Nobel Prizes Will Be Awarded At The 28th First Annual Ig Nobel Prize Ceremony On Thursday September 13, 2018 At Harvard S Sanders Theatre

3 Dimension 1 Scientific and Engineering Practices A

Read chapter 3 Dimension 1: Scientific and Engineering Practices. Science engineering and technology permeate nearly every facet of modern life and hold.

Vibrations and Waves Manchester Physics Amazon Com

Vibrations and Waves Manchester Physics Series Kindle edition by George C. King. Download it once and read it on your Kindle device PC phones or tablets. Use features like bookmarks note taking and highlighting while reading Vibrations and Waves Manchester Physics Series.

NOVA Official Website The Fabric Of The Cosmos


Reactionless Drives Atomic Rockets

Ken Burnside said it best. Friends Don’t Let Friends Use Reactionless Drives In Their Universes. Yeah I know that the blasted Tyranny of the Rocket Equation ruins science fiction writer’s fun by making every gram count.
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